
Spelling out success 
How partnership with 
Sophos supports A2Z 
Computing’s expansion.

'We’ve been a Sophos reseller for 18 years –  
all the way back to DOS! – and they just 
keep getting better and better. We dropped 
other vendors’ products; now it’s Sophos 
for security, encryption and anti-virus.'

AZ ASHRAF 

Director, A2Z Computing 
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'Sophos really looks 
after us. The team are 
attentive and proactive, 
so we’re all singing 
from the same hymn 
sheet.'
AZ ASHRAF 

Director, A2Z Computing

The right products 
A2Z Computing has long been 
successfully selling Sophos antivirus 
and endpoint protection to a wide 
range of industries. ‘We sell the whole 
bundle,’ says Az Ashraf, Director at A2Z 
Computing. ‘There’s something to suit 
everyone’s IT needs.’

Earlier this year, the company started offering UTM – 
Sophos’s integrated threat management appliance (see 
sidebar below). Az recently became UTM-certified, allowing 
him to effectively advise clients who are looking for the extra 
security it provides.

‘It handles lots of things in one box, like access point 
management, anti-virus management and firewalls,’ explains 
Az. ‘Clients like that it’s just one box, running on its own 
system. If they need a report they can log in and pull out a 
report easily.’

A2Z computing is an IT services supplier 
based in Newport, UK. The company and its 
team of experts help design, install and support 
the IT infrastructure of schools, councils, 
businesses and home users.

Introducing sophos uTM

Sophos UTM is an Internet security appliance that can 
be deployed as software, virtual or hardware. It wraps 
up all a customer’s network and endpoint security into 
a single-box management console.

It also offers centralised management for Sophos RED, 
an SSL bridging product that offers an alternative to 
IPSEC-VPN for remote offices.
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'If I have a problem, I know I can pick up the phone, ring Sophos 
and they’ll be able to quickly remotely fix the problem. Other 
vendors just tell you to fill in a form and wait.'

AZ ASHRAF 

Director, A2Z Computing

Sales and technical support
‘Sophos helps us every step of the way,’ 
says Az.
This dedicated support and specialist training helps A2Z 
Computing recommend and sell Sophos products with 
confidence. ‘I’m a certified Sophos UTM Architect and a 
number of our engineers are endpoint-certified, so we 
know our way around Sophos products,’ says Az, ‘but the 
guys at Sophos are always there to help iron things out if a 
customer’s having issues.’

Sophos partnership
sophos only sells through partners, so A2Z computing 
is never in competition with its vendor. ‘sophos gives 
us the best opportunities and we benefit from their 
constant support,’ says Az. 

 Ì sales cycle protection. ‘Sophos gives us real price 
protection,’ says Az. ‘If you register a deal, you get an extra 
percentage and guaranteed revenue even if someone else 
closes the deal.’ 

 Ì sales support. ‘The nice thing about Sophos is that, if 
we’re going against another big vendor, we can quickly 
come back with a competitive quote,’ says Az. ‘We’ve won 
quite a few deals with this.’ 

 Ì Valued partnership. Az’s completion of the UTM 
Architect training allows A2Z Computing to benefit from 
the extra margin and extra support that the Silver Solution 
Partner status affords. ‘We can jump the queue,’ says Az.

 

Sophos is also helping A2Z Computing 
target new markets: ‘We’re working 
to become a Sophos Cloud partner,’ 
says Az. ‘It’ll work well for our smaller 
customers and “one-man bands”. Once 
we get this, we’ll be able to provide our 
services to lots of new customers.’ 
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United Kingdom and Worldwide Sales
Tel: +44 (0)8447 671131
Email: sales@sophos.com

North American Sales
Toll Free: 1-866-866-2802
Email: nasales@sophos.com

Australia and New Zealand Sales
Tel: +61 2 9409 9100
Email: sales@sophos.com.au

Asia Sales
Tel: +65 62244168
Email: salesasia@sophos.com
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Learn more about the Sophos Partner Program. 
Visit www.sophos.com/partners


